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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

We are looking forward to a great
season of events around our cars. The
full calendar of events is in this
newsletter and posted on our website.
Our thanks to Andy Tighe for
arranging the "Cars and Coffee"
events for this year. The full schedule
is in this newsletter and posted on our
website. Dallas Ewen is again looking
after the "Garage Tour" event this year. Watch for
details on that.
We have scheduled three dinner cruises and the
locations for each of these will be sent out by email
before the event. Most of them will need a reply to
book enough restaurant space.
Our pool party for this year will be hosted by George
Derwin on June 11.
We have scheduled the Concours for September 10 to
be held at Breezy Bend Country Club. The cars will be
judged based on a fairly relaxed criteria. The dinner
after will be a very nice meal for the reasonable cost of
$50 per person.
The NWO Run 2.0 is being held July 28-30. Contact
Andreas our webmaster for details.

Our regular General Meeting will be held on
Wednesday June 7 at Diana's Cucina & Lounge. We
will have a choice of a number of award winning
pizzas for a cost of $15 per person.
These are just a few of the listings from this years
calendar. Come out and try whichever events appeal to
you.
David

Red River Region
Membership Report
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RRR Primary Members: 171
Affiliates: 115
Total: 286
PCA Total Membership: 77,000+
Please Welcome our new members:
* Roland Klein – 1991 928 S4
* Eric Wong & Cindy – 2000 Boxster
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EDITOR’S COLUMN

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Well, Spring has finally arrived
and on a sunny Sunday morning
as I’m writing this, we’re
aiming to hit a high of 17
degrees C. Certainly pleasant
enough to get the 911 out for a
drive.
The process of waking the car this year was a little
fraught. Last year’s springtime resurrection was
difficult, as the car initially resisted all attempts to
rouse it from its slumber. Fellow Rambler Andy T.
even came over and we ran every diagnostic known to
man, the Pelican Parts Forum and even Ferry P... all to
no avail. The car eventually spontaneously started and
ran pretty well all summer but the cause of the
problems remained a mystery.
Of course, Andy had his own issues last year when his
car failed to start after a Club dinner out. He finally
determined that his issue was the DME module and
after he sent it for repair his car ran faultlessly.
It occurred to us that the problem with my car might
also rest in this mysterious module, but with the faith
of the true cheapskate I refused to do the sensible
thing and send the DME to California to be inspected
during the wintertime when the car was laid up
anyway.
Roll on the first nice day of 2017 and of course the car
cranks and cranks and Will. Not. Start. “That’s it,” I
say to myself, “I’m sending that module for a
rebuild.” And so I boxed it up and sent it down to
Steve Wong in Los Angeles.
Wong is the proprietor of 911 Chips and the
acknowledged master chip-tuner for Carrera 3.2s. I
actually already run a Steve Wong chip in my car and
have found it really enhances driveability - maybe not
so much with ultimate top-end power, but when

combined with a sports exhaust and cat delete, it
really fills in the bottom and mid-range nicely.
Anyway, as well as chip tuning, Steve runs an
inspection and rebuild service for DMEs. He
estimates that one in three 3.2 DMEs will fail, if they
haven’t already been rebuilt or serviced. These are
30-year old electrical components and they live a
hard life - as noted in the accompanying article in this
issue.
So I sent the unit to Steve and a week or so later,
some news: “apart from a microscopic crack or two,
seems to be fine. I ran it in my own car and it
performed perfectly.” What normally would be good
news left me absolutely gutted. I’d been counting on
the DME being the problem - if it wasn’t the DME,
then what could it be? I told Steve to rebuild my unit
anyway, since it was there.
Then a day or so later, more news: “ I think I found
the culprit and all should be fixed now. While going
through all the solder joints, I found one that was
loose and not making a good connection. Basically
just about impossible to find visually, but located by
coincidence while physically checking random joints.
So I repaired that and reflowed the joints throughout
the unit including the cracked ones I previously
located. I think that was the cause of an intermittent
connection operation you had.”
HALLELUJAH! Steve sent back my unit and I was
so excited to get it installed, I snuck out to the garage
in my pajamas after Pam had gone to bed and
plugged it in. The car fired up immediately. It’s
running great.
LESSON LEARNED: do not neglect the DME :-)
Dallas
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CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE TO THE PLAN FOR THE 2017 NWO RUN.
Please visit the Club website at www.redriverpca.org for details.
Not David and Karen Breed’s pool

Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members
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by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited
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1964 Aston Martin DB5

11

POOL PARTY

George Derwin Residence
Contact: President@redriverpca.org
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CAR SHOW
1973 BMW 3.0CSL

River Ridge Retirement Residence

17

DINNER CRUISE

Details TBA

21

COFFEE & CARS

By Jack Olsen
Kiln Drive-In, Stonewall

Story and Photos Courtesy Flat-Six.com and Porsche AG

Meet at Tim Hortons, 1795 Brookside Blvd
(

21-22

(rte 90 just south of Inkster) 6:30pm

DRIVING SCHOOL

Gimli Mortorsports Park
Contact:
Rick Dobel rick@dobelinsurance.ca

1

CAR SHOW

Minnedosa Beach, Minnedosa MB

9-15

PORSCHE PARADE

Spokane, WA

19

CARS & COFFEE

KO’s Ice Cream, Headingley
Meet at Tuxedo Park Shopping Center, 6:30pm

28-30

NWO Run

Contact: webmaster@redriverpca.org
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Once again, Red River Region member Rick Dobel will
organize driver a high-performance driver education event
with generous assistance from Porsche Centre Winnipeg.
The official dates for the “spring” track days at Gimli are
June 21st and 22nd. In conjunction with the event, Porsche
Centre Winnipeg will host a Porsche Demo day on the
Tuesday, June 20th.
The track day will prove to be an “upscale” event with
breakfast and lunch catered again. Attendees will benefit
from instruction and guidance from four of Porsche’s Sport
Driving instructors: Jonathan Urlin, Zach Robicon, Danny
Burkett and the incomparable Kees Nierop!

TRACK

DAY

AWESOMENESS

The track event will once again be sponsored by Porsche
Centre Winnipeg, which should ensure that the track fees
come in at around $1500.00 per participant. The Porsche
Centre has also offered to assist with event pricing for tires
should those be required by participants before or after the
event.
Attendees of past events will confirm that Rick’s track
school is a must for high-performance driving fans and a
definite “bucket-list” event!
Contact: Rick Dobel rick@dobelinsurance.ca

PORSCHE

at the Movies
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1
Can you identify the movies that
these classic Porsches
appeared in?
Answers on page 15

3
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WHEN

1,000HP
WAS BARELY
ENOUGH

The madness of Can-Am|Book review by Dallas Ewen

3.71"
The Canadian-American Challenge Cup was born on
September 11, 1966. Billed as “racing without a
rulebook”, for nine seasons it reigned as the ultimate
“run what you brung” racing championship. In the
early ‘70s Can-Am cars were faster around the same
circuit than Formula One cars. The series, and the
larger-than-life characters that populated it, are the
subjects of the spectacular new coffee-table book by
George Levy and Pete Biro.
A large, handsome volume, “Can-Am 50th
Anniversary” is packed with text and photographs
celebrating the series. Pete Biro, the man behind the
pictures, was a celebrated motorsports photographer
in the ‘60s and ‘70s. When he discovered a box of
photos long thought lost, and shared them with writer
George Levy, the kernel of the book was born.
Levy takes pains to note that the book isn’t meant to
be a definitive race-by-race history of the series;
rather, it goes in-depth on the stories - the story of how
Can-Am came to be, and those of the drivers,
engineers, mechanics and team owners that together
wrote its spectacular story.
Can-Am was essentially a series without rules, or at
least, without many rules. Enclosed bodywork, four
wheels, and a passenger seat sufficed for car
specification, at least at first. But as with all great
things, it couldn’t last that way. At the end of the 1969
season, under pressure from the FIA, Can-Am banned
the tall, suspension-mounted wings that epitomized
the fastest cars. The rule change was blamed for the
mechanical failure that claimed the life of champion
driver and constructor Bruce McLaren. Later,
constructor Jim Hall’s ungainly Chaparral “vaccuum
cleaner” car with its fan-powered ground effects was
outlawed before it could achieve total domination.
Can-Am 50th Anniversary by George Levy and Pete Biro
256pp. large-format hardcover
Published by Motorbooks, 2016

I’d always been aware of the fire-breathing McLarens,
Shadows and Porsches that dominated the series, but this book
goes in-depth on the cars and characters of Can-Am. Men like
Roger Penske, Mark Donohue, and Bruce McLaren were the
animators of the series, but there were many others whose
stories are now told. George Eaton, for one, pops up in several
places in the book. The scion of the
Eaton familty of Canadian retain
fame, George’s grandfather was Sir
Timothy Eaton himself. George
participated in the Can-Am series
for three seaons and was top
Canadian in 1969. He retired from
racing in 1972 at age 27 to run the
family business.
But like George, the series’ privateers never really had a chance
at glory. One of the main appeals of the series was the quality of
the professional drivers it attracted - since it was run in the “offseason” and odd weekends, the world’s top Formula One and
sports car drivers could participate, and many did. Despite this
range of talent, the series was successively dominated by
McLaren’s “Bruce and Denny Show”, then by the combination
of Roger Penske’s meticulous preparation, Mark Donohue’s
ferocious engineering and driving talent, and Porsche turbo
powered 917/10s and 917/30s.
By 1974 the magical era had ended. The Energy Crisis had hit
and 3-mpg race cars were no longer feasible or acceptable. But
for much of nine seasons the Can-Am cars were the fastest
racers on the planet.
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The Notorious

DME

Of course, in order to achieve this, the module must
“know” where the engine is in its cycle. To achieve
this, Bosch's engineers went one step further and
married the control of engine spark into the DME
computer as well, through a comprehensive engine
management system. The Motronic system not only
determines when and how much fuel is injected, but
also determines the timing of spark.
To determine optimal performance, the DME module
monitors various engine sensors. An engine RPM
sensor indicates engine speed; a mass airflow sensor
measures the amount of air being drawn into the
engine; an oxygen sensor monitors exhaust gases to
correctly meter the fuel/air mixture. Timing sensors
and cylinder head temperature sensors provide
additional information on engine status.
The module collates all of this data and calculates
ignition timing and fuel delivery based on the data
map contained in a ROM chip on its circuit board.
The chip contains factory settings for “optimal”
performance – including power, emissions and
reliability, but with a bias towards emissions and
especially reliability. Many times per second, the
computer monitors the sensors and uses this
information to control engine performance.

photo: MS Road and Race

Internal combustion requires air, fuel and spark. Over the years,
various methods have been used by engineers to control this
process – ranging from carburetors and distributor-point
ignition, to today's sophisticated computerized fuel injection
systems and coil-packs.

The system offers profound advantages. Mechanical
and complex methods of advancing or retarding
ignition timing with counter weights and vacuum
units are dispensed with. Points inside the distributor
that wear out are gone too. Instead the engine relies
on the DME module to control all engine
management decisions. Another advantage is that the
ROM chip can be swapped for a less conservative
one, containing a different map, where performance
can be enhanced in response to other engine
modifications like a sports exhaust or catalytic
converter deletion.

But back in the day, Bosch GmbH achieved a great leap forward
with its “Motronic” system. Prior to Motronic, fuel injection on
the 3.0 litre 911SC engine (1978-83) was by K-Jetronic “CIS”
(continuous injection system), a relatively unsophisticated
system controlled by engine vacuum that constantly sprayed
fuel through the injectors. The 911 Carrera (1984-89) saw the
introduction of L-Jetronic injection through “Digital Motor
Electronics” (DME), a much more sophisticated system that not
only controlled the Carrera's pulsed fuel injection, but also
handled ignition control duties.
The DME module on a Carrera 3.2 is a circuit board contained in
a steel box located under the driver's seat. The module controls
the 3.2 litre engine's pulsed injection system, which enhances
performance and emissions compliance by only spraying fuel
into the intake manifold when it is required in the combustion
cycle.

photo: Steve Wong/911chips.com
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Join your fellow Porsche Club of America members at the 62nd Porsche Parade on July 9-15,
2017. Parade is PCA’s annual, weeklong event enjoyed by several thousand of your fellow
members, who will gather this year in Spokane, Washington.
Parade participants will enjoy Driving Tours and a Gimmick Rally to explore eastern
Washington’s mountain vistas and high desert, the Concours at Riverfront Park, an Autocross,
a Time-Speed-Distance Rally and a Technical/Historical Quiz to test your competitive spirit.
When you want to step away from driving, Spokane is a walkable city with award- winning
eateries, the Cork District tasting rooms, craft breweries, and boutique shopping. Bring the
kids, too, as they’ll be kept busy with activities such as model Porsche Concours, RC Car
racing, and an ice cream social (well, adults can join in the ice cream, too).

https://www.pca.org/pca-login/parade-registration
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Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them to the Red River Region Library.
Contact Librarian Lloyd at historian@redriverpca.org

Recent acquisitions.
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Notorious DME, cont’d
However, the DME module is also a mechanical part of the
car, and can fail. Although it's contained in the cabin, it
actually lives a fairly hard life. Directly bolted to the floor of
the car, it has to withstand significant vibration. It also gets
quite hot, and this can wear on its board. Solder on the circuit
board can crack and separate with age and wear, causing
starting and running issues that can be intermittent and
difficult to diagnose – for example, my own 1985 coupe had
intermittent failures to start that were untraceable in any
standard diagnostic process. Steve Wong
(www.911chips.com), a noted DME tuner and technician,
estimates that one-third of all Carrera 3.2 DME modules
either have failed or will fail due to these issues. Fortunately,
while a new or rebuilt DME can cost over $1,000, specialists
like Wong can rebuild your own DME at significantly less
cost. Wong also “ruggedizes” DMEs in ways that the factory,
with its cost constraints, couldn't do. He offers a five-year
warranty on parts and labour on rebuilt units.
So if you are having untraceable or intermittent issues with
your Carrera 3.2, consider that your DME has been slaving
away under your seat for nearly 30 years (or more) and may
just need a little love to be at its best again!
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content.
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

2005 Porsche Carrera S Coupe – Arctic Silver on Black
This is a Canadian car – with full service history over last 7 years
(all service performed by Porsche Centre Winnipeg). Manitoba
Safety Certificate along with a clean Car Fax – NO accidents.
Spring service just done. 82,000 k. Third owner.
Factory Options: full extended leather(black), sport seats.
heated seats, Sport Chrono package, Bose high end sound
package – 6 pack CD changer, Porsche Excusive Aluminum
look console, Short Sport Shift, 19in wheels, Bi-Xenon
headlights, PASM and more. Comes with car cover.
Has an Evolution Motorsports Stage III package: Cold Air
Intake, Hi-Flow Sport Exhaust / ECU - $10K add- on. Very nice
set up and GREAT sound. Pushing 400 HP. (Note stock parts
are available)
Asking price: $46,500 CDN.
For more information : call Richard , 204-794-5099 .

PORSCHE Authentic Fuel Jerrycan / Shop Rag Set
MADE IN GERMANY, features red Porsche script lettering
and matching crest. Separate Diesel hose attachment.
Child-proof
protection. E10
Proof. Spill-proof.
M a t c h i n g
r e d / w h i t e
PORSCHE shop
towel/rag.
Original wrap and
packaging with
genuine labels.
Three available to
mix and match
fuel or use for
display purposes
or show. Either
way, you can have them all along with the famous
PORSCHE shop rag that came as standard equipment
with all vintage 911 tool kits. $199 each or all three for
$299. Email porscheclub@mac.com
Direct from Italy for your
PORSCHE interior. Three
jars. One to clean, shine and
protect against environmental
elements; one as a
conditioner and softener, and
one as a color restorer. A
natural based product that
uses no chemicals, colorings,
silicones, waxes or artificial
ingredients. $119 for the set.
Email:porscheclub@mac.com
New OEM genuine Porsche Carrera & Boxster tool
kit. "Special order" chrome-plated.

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 9904. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts.
.Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar
dash cam of equivalent value

This tool kit should be in your Porsche as there are
"special" tools specific to each Porsche model. Also
available, a rare brand new 911 930 21-pce tool kit.
Carrera/Boxster tool kit - $399.
Email: porscheclub@mac.com

Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca

PORSCHE MACAN TURBO Chrome USB Stick PORSCHE
DRIVER'S SELECTION
Stores up to 8GB of data
Retractable USB plug
Chrome finish
LED working headlights
come on when plugged in

MATRIX 3-Axis Accelerometer
(World's Only Wireless). BRAND
NEW sealed box. Measures 0-60,
1/4 Mile (time & speed), Braking
f o r c e , G - F o r c e , H o r s e p o w e r.
C o r d l e s s .
$ 1 9 9 .
Email:porscheclub@mac.com

Wheels rotate
NEW in original box and
packaging.
$149

DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for
Porsche! Email the Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

Porscheclub@mac.com
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President
David Breed
President@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
Hussein Dostmohamed
Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
Linda Hogue
Treasurer@redriverpca.org

Secretary
George Derwin
Secretary@redriverpca.org

Past President
John Borody
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Julie Bailey
316-655-4058
racylacy944@yahoo.com

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm.
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
Membership@redriverpca.org

Social Chair
(vacant)

Safety Chair
Gord Favelle
Safetychair@redriverpca.org

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
Historian@redriverpca.org

Webmaster
Andreas Kottschoth
Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen
Newsletter@redriverpca.org
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Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA. The Red
River Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised
herein. The word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of
automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or relationship with the

manufacturer or distributors.

PORSCHES AT THE MOVIES Answers:
1. No Man’s Land, 1987; 2. Against All Odds, 1984;
3. Commando, 1985

If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.

Life, intensified.
The 2016 Porsche Macan is more than just an SUV, because every Porsche is also a
sports car. Outside, the hood stretches sinuously between the wheel arches, lending the
front a broad and powerful presence reminiscent of the legendary Porsche 917. With a
choice of twin-turbo V6 engines producing up to 400hp, you can achieve maximum
performance with moderate fuel consumption. Inside, sports car intimacy blends with
SUV practicality as ergonomic architecture integrates you into the vehicle. Whether in S,
GTS or Turbo versions, the Macan is designed to give you what you’re looking for: that
feeling of being truly alive.

The new Porsche Macan.
660 Pembina Highway
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tel (204) 284-7521
http://winnipeg.porschedealer.com

